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ET AGAIN, WE HAVE A GROWING NUMBER OF GIGS IN THIS EDITION FOR
YOU. ALTHOUGH MANY HAVE BEEN CANCELLED OR POSTPONED, IT
APPEARS THAT THINGS ARE SLOWLY RETURNING TO NORMAL. BiTS
WILL CONTINUE CAREFULLY TO MONITOR THE SITUATION AND WE
FULLY EXPECT MORE AND MORE GIGS OVER THE NEXT FEW MONTHS.

SEE IMPORTANT NEWS ON THE NEXT PAGE

IN THE MEAN TIME, DON’T GO TO GIGS IF YOU ARE NOT ABSOLUTELY SURE THEY ARE
COMPLETELY SAFE, MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCE AND REMEMBER:

The CORONA VIRUS DOES NOT CIRCULATE
PEOPLE CIRCULATE IT

BLUES GIGS: FROM EXMOUTH TO EASTBOURNE AND A BIT MORE BESIDES

01/01, VOODOO ROOM @ The Chichester Inn, Chichester
02/01, BLUES JAM @ The Belvedere, Weymouth, 16:30
02/01, JAM DANG DOODLE BLUES JAM @ The Lewes Road Inn, Brighton, 14:00
06/01, TEED UP @ Bullfrog Blues Club, Southsea
08/01, VOODOO ROOM @ The Chichester Inn, Chichester
08/01, ME AND THE DEVIL @ The Chintz Symposium, Falmouth, 21:00
08/01, THE BAIL JUMPERS @ The New Quay Inn, Teignmouth, 21:15
08/01, NORTHSYDE AND FRIENDS @ The Harlington, Fleet, 19:00
08/01, ISOBEL THATCHER BAND @ Platform Tavern, Southampton, 21:00
09/01, JOOLS BLUES ALL STARS @ Poole Hill Brewery, Bournemouth, 15:00
09/01, JAMES OLIVER BAND @ The Bird In Hand, Fareham, 17:00
09/01, MRS B's BLUES EXPLOSION + SLIGHTLY BLUE @ The New Quay Inn,
Teignmouth, 15:00
09/01, ZOE SCHWARZ & ROB KORAL @ The Royal Portland Arms, Portland, 17:00
11/01, VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar & Grill, Plymouth, 21:00
13/01, SAM KENNEDY TRIO @ Teign Jazz 'n Blues Society, Teign Corinthian Yacht Club,
Teignmouth, 19:30
13/01, SAM KELLY'S STATION HOUSE @ The Cellar Bar, Farnham Maltings, 20:15
13/01, Brixham Blues Second Thursday BBT2@The Old Coaching Inn, Fore Street,
Brixham,20:30
14/01, HARRY AND THE HOUNDS @ The Hope and Ruin, Brighton
14/01, THE JACKALS @ Lewes Con Club, 21:00
14/01, THE MO' SLIM STOMPERS @ The Bullers Arms, Looe, 21:00
14/01, PETE HARRIS & JON VAUGHAN @ Emsworth Music Club, Emsworth Sports &
Social Club, 19:45
14/01, KABOODLE @ The Amberwood Inn, Walkford, 21:00
14/01, GARY FLETCHER BAND @ Jubilee Hall, Hartley Wintney, 20:00
14/01, CHICAGO LIVING LEGENDS (Billy Branch, John Primer, Jamiah Rogers + Bruce
Katz, Giles Robson) @ Long Street Blues Club, Devizes, 19:45
15/01, SPIKEY AND THE BANDITS @ The Merchant, Exmouth, 21:00
15/01, RAILROAD INC @ Village Cafe Bar, Brighton, 21:00
15/01, THE RELICS @ Wyke Regis Working Men's Club, 21:00
16/01, JOOLS BLUES ALL STARS @ The Lord Nelson, Poole, 15:00
16/01, VINCE LEE & DIZ WATSON @ The B Bar, Plymouth, 13:00
16/01, THE JACKALS @ Southwick Beer Engine, Brighton, 16:00
18/01, THE GROOVEBREAKERS @ The George Inn, Cosham, 21:00
18/01, VINCE LEE & AL WALLIS @ The Blues Bar, Plymouth, 21:00,
18/01, ELIANA CARGNELUTTI + FELIX RABIN @ The Beaverwood, Chislehurst, 19:30
Listings are provided as a guide only. DON’T FORGET TO CHECK THE VENUE BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME to
ensure that the gig is still on. The listing here is far from complete, so check out
www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs as that is updated all the time: Last date for inclusion here is the 10th of the
preceding month - ie., 10 Jan for Feb.

19/01, WALTER TROUT + DANIELLE NICOLE BAND @ Concorde 2, Brighton, 19:30
19/01, ZOE SCHWARZ TRIO @ The Lord Bute, Christchurch, 19:30
20/01, PAUL JONES & DAVE KELLY @ The Flavel, Dartmouth, 19:30
20/01, WALTER TROUT + DANIELLE NICOLE BAND @ Concorde 2, Brighton, 19:30
20/01, STEVIE SMITH'S SIN HOUSE @ Cellar Bar, Farnham Maltings, 20:15
20/01, CROW BLACK CHICKEN @ The Beaverwood, Chislehurst, 19:30
21/01, FIVE POINTS GANG @ Boarhunt Blues Club, Fareham
21/01, THE QUIREBOYS + TROY REDFERN BAND @ Concorde 2, Brighton
21/01, JOHN VERITY @ CICCIC, Taunton, 19:30
21/01, WALTER TROUT + DANIELLE NICOLE BAND @ Cheese & Grain, Frome, 19:30
21/01, ADAM SWEET & IAN JENNINGS @ The B Bar, Plymouth, 21:00
22/01, NASTY HABITS @ The White Hart, Sherborne
22/01, THE BAIL JUMPERS @ The Famous Old Barrel, Exmouth, 21:00
22/01, KABOODLE @ The Wyvern, Lee on Solent, 21:00
22/01, THE RELICS @ The Nag's Head, Lyme Regis, 21:00
23/01, CROW BLACK CHICKEN @ The Wharf, Tavistock, 19:30
23/01, ZOE SCHWARZ BLUES BAND @ Poole Hill Brewery, Bournemouth, 15:00
23/01, ADAM SWEET @ The Bicton Inn, Exmouth, 17:00
23/01, CATFISH @ Exeter Phoenix, 19:30
25/01, VINCE LEE solo @ The White Hart, Chilsworthy, 19:00
25/01, SUSAN SANTOS @ The Beaverwood, Chislehurst, 19:30
26/01, STOMPIN' DAVE & EARL JACKSON @ Dorchester Corn Exchange,20:00
27/01, BAD INFLUENCE @ Cellar Bar, Farnham Maltings, 20:15
28/01, BLU SOULE @ Union Inn, Tavistock, 21:00
28/01, VINCE LEE & THE BIG COMBO @ The Chintz, Falmouth, 21:00
28/01, THE RELICS @ The Foresters Arms, Andover, 22:00
28/01, KABOODLE @ Solent Social Club, Lee on Solent, 20:30
28/01, THE FAT MARROW BAND @ Royal Portland Arms, Portland, 20:45
28/01, CHICAGO 9 @ Platform Tavern, Southampton, 21:00
29/01, THE JEFFERSON ARCHIVE @ The Queen's Arms, Brixham, 21:00
29/01, GARY MOORE BLUES EXPERIENCE @ Hanger Farm Arts Centre, So’ton, 19:30
29/01, RETREAD @ The Park Tavern, Gosport, 21:00
29/01, BAD KNEES BLUES BAND @ The Old Smithy, Ivybridge, 21:00
29/01, GENO WASHINGTON AND THE RAM JAM BAND @ Marine Theatre, Lyme Regis
30/01, SPIKEY AND THE BANDITS @ The Lucombe Oak, Exeter, 17:30
30/01, RAILROAD INC @ Southwick Beer Engine, Brighton, 15:00
31/01, SAM KENNEDY TRIO @ Ashburton Arts Centre, Newton Abbot, 19:30
Listings are provided as a guide only. DON’T FORGET TO CHECK THE VENUE BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME to
ensure that the gig is still on. The listing here is far from complete, so check out
www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs as that is updated all the time: Last date for inclusion here is the 10th of
the preceding month - ie., 10 Jan for Feb.

BiTS/IMP* Top 20 Albums

The above list was compiled by Ian McKenzie, Editor of Blues in the
South and blues DJ, who produces blues radio shows for stations in the
USA, Canada and the UK (under the label Ian McKenzie Presents IMP*). The choices are personal and based on more than 60 years of
listening to and evaluating blues and roots music. These are personal
picks. No animals were harmed in compiling the chart.

BiTS CHRISTMAS COMPETITION

RESULTS:
WE are sorry to report that we also have been affected by Covid. Although one of the offered
prizes for this Christmas competition was a pair of tickets for the Blues and Roots Soul gig
advertised on the previous page, without exception, those submitting answers (the correct
pairing of all the real names and nicknames is shown above) asked to be considered for the
CD prizes rather than the gig tickets.
A sincere thank you to all at BIGIAM for the offer. Maybe next time!?
The winners drawn from the proverbial hat are: Paul Vause and Martin Falvey. Their CD
prizes will be sent ASAP.

Lots of venues are OPEN for
music gigs

When you start
getting new
bookings, don’t forget to put
them on the BiTS website ‘Gig
Guide’. www.bluesinthesouth.com/gigs
YOU CAN ENTER THE GIGS THERE YOURSELF—IT’S VERY EASY—OR AS AN
ALTERNATIVE, SEND THE INFORMATION DIRECT TO OUR GIG GUIDE MASTER
Andrew Cadwell <gigs@bluesinthesouth.com>
THE BITS GIG GUIDE HAS BEEN CALLED “THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE GIG GUIDE I HAVE EVER
SEEN” BY DJ AND GIGGING MUSICIAN IAN MCHUGH (Jazz FM). Tell your friends about it too and
let’s get back to NORMAL!

MUSIC VENUE TRUST LAUNCHES #TAKEATEST INITIATIVE
Live Music Fans Urged to Self-Test Before Attending Gigs
London, 19th July 2021 - Music Venue Trust (MVT), which represents hundreds of grassroots music venues, has
announced a new campaign to encourage live music fans to take a voluntary lateral flow test ahead of attending
gigs.
The #takeatest initiative follows the UK government’s lifting of most COVID-19 restrictions from today (July 19th),
allowing music venues to fully re-open for the first time in over 16 months and is a response to the move towards
‘personal responsibility’ as the principal guidance moves forward.
Music Venue Trust, in consultation with grassroots music venues around the country are launching a social media
led campaign urging music fans to accept responsibility to keep themselves, their fellow gig-goers and the staff at
music venues safe, as restrictions are lifted.
Using the hashtag #takeatest the messaging will be very clear:

Be Kind: Be respectful. Be part of the live music community #takeatest
or
Artists are taking a test to protect you. Staff are taking a test to protect you. Be part of the live music community:
#takeatest before you attend a show

Music venues, artists and fans themselves will be asked to promote the initiative on their own social media platforms
before they host, perform at or attend an event.
Free lateral flow tests can be ordered online and are available from local pharmacies or for home delivery by visiting
www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests
Mark Davyd, CEO of Music Venue Trust said, “We have spoken at length to our community about reopening venues
safely as restrictions are lifted, and while there are differing opinions on some aspects of how we will achieve this
there is a consensus about asking music fans to accept personal responsibility to keep themselves and others safe.
We have an opportunity through this strong, unified #takeatest messaging across the live music sector to persuade
audiences to accept that responsibility and to take a lateral flow test before attending. This is a voluntary initiative
that speaks to the sense of community across the grassroots live music sector. We are confident that live music fans
will respond positively to this direct appeal from venues, promoters, artists and their fellow gig-goers.”
People are asked to begin using the #takeatest hashtag on their social media platforms from 11am on Monday July 19th.

The BiTS Interview: Thorbjørn Risarger
Thorbjørn Risarger and his band Black Tornado are celebrating twenty
years in the music business. Now one of the major blues figures in
Denmark, Thorbjørn is a dedicated bluesman who often works as an
acoustic duo with his fellow Black Tornado band member Emile Balsgaard.
Ian McKenzie spoke to him on the telephone at his home in Denmark.
BiTS: Tell me something about your upbringing. Were you always interested in music, even as a
child?
TR: Yes. I guess I was. My parents tell me that I used to
sing in front of people without an invitation, just stand
up and sing to people [chuckles]. My parents are music
teachers, so they have always been playing music.
My first instrument I began to play when I was
seven was the mandolin.
BiTS: I gather later on in life you went and studied
music at a college of some kind.
TR: Yes, that’s right - a conservatory. I don’t know if you
have that in the UK, conservatories?
BiTS: Yes, I understand the expression. What did you
actually study there? Did you specialise on an
instrument?
TR: Yes, and that was singing. I have always
considered singing to be my main thing and for
many years I was just a singer in a lot of
different bands, but at some point about 20
years ago, I decided that now I want to form
my own band in my own name with my own
songs and then I
thought I
will also
play the
guitar.

BiTS: That would be the Blue 7, I guess?
TR: Yes, exactly. My main inspirational source is B.B. King. I thought now I must try to make a
more serious career out of this music stuff, and I want to form a band like B.B. King’s.

BiTS: What do you consider to be your principle influences? Do you have any artists that are
outstanding for you?
TR: I have two that I put above everybody else and that is B.B. King and Ray Charles. They are the
ones who inspire me the most.
BiTS: Why is that?
TR: Again, it’s first and foremost as singers that they inspire me. Well, B.B. King, he just sings the
blues better than anybody else [chuckles]. That’s maybe the simplest way of putting it. He has so
much power and so much soul and all his phrases are just so beautiful and wonderful.
BiTS: When you listen to music these days, who do you listen to? Who are contemporary musicians
that you listen to?
TR: I have a bit of a problem there because I have difficulty finding contemporary artists that I
really enjoy, but of course, there is the Tedeschi Trucks band. I like them and people like Keb' Mo'
and Clapton. He’s still alive! He’s one of my favourite artists also, but I find it hard to find younger
musicians that I really enjoy listening to. I don’t know why. Maybe I’m just getting old, or maybe
they were just better [chuckles] in the old days. It seems to me that they were better in the old
days.
BiTS: Tell me about the formation of the Black Tornado. First of all, tell me why the name? Why
did you use the name Black Tornado?
TR: First of all, we wanted to have a name that people could pronounce. Before the Black Tornado,
it was only my name and that’s too difficult to pronounce - at least it is difficult to pronounce and
that’s a bit of a problem. I have thought about many times to get a stage name, but it just never
happened. But then we thought when we made the “Too Many Roads” album, we thought now is the
time to add something to the name that will make it easier for people to pronounce. And, of course,
there is a little bit of an alliteration thing with Thorbjørn and Tornado, it starts with the same
sound.
BiTS: Am I right in thinking that Emil
Balsgaard (keys with the band and in a duo Ed)
has been with you since the beginning?
TR: Yes, and also before that. We have actually
played together for about 28 years, me and
Emil. So we had a band going-on way, way
before the Black Tornado, actually. And also,
with the bass player (Søren Bøjgaard), I’ve
been playing with him for about 22 or 23
years. I also played with him before the
Tornado.
BiTS: Now you’ve got a double album out
celebrating 20 years in the business, or at least
20 years with Black Tornado. Tell me
something about that. It must have been very
difficult to select the tunes that you wanted to
include on the albums.

TR: Yes, very, very difficult. Also, what is difficult about it is that I think luckily our albums have
become better and better. But we decided to do the first decade is one record and the second decade
is another. Especially in the second decade, it was very difficult to choose because there were so
many good songs.
BiTS: Take the first album, the first ten years.
Do you have a favourite track from that?
TR: That would probably be the one that’s
called ‘Ain’t Ever Gonna Leave No More’. I like
that.
BiTS: Why do you like that?
TR: It just sounds good. As I said before, I think
we’ve been better and better at making albums.
I think each album is getting better and better.
In the beginning, we were not so professional
about making a good sound but that particular
song, it was well done. I don’t know exactly how
to describe it and it’s actually one of the few
songs on our albums that has a harp harmonica. It has an acoustic guitar, and it just
has a good bluesy feel.
BiTS: Absolutely terrific stuff. Tell me about the second album, most particularly the song called
‘Same Old Lies - ‘part un’ and ‘part deux’. Why two parts? Because they’re not very long.
TR: No. And they are new songs. We wanted to have a new song on the album, and actually, I
wrote it as one song and it was not my idea to make it into two songs and I can’t even remember
how it happened. I think when you play the record, they almost sound like one song. It’s a very
short break between the two. I wrote it as one song and then some of the guys that took over the
whole process made it into two songs. Maybe it was also because of the chance of getting some
airplay. It was too long to get airplay as one song and also maybe it would be difficult to get airplay
with a very slow and long intro. So actually, we got a lot of airplay here in Denmark with ‘Same Old
Lies - part deux’, but it was actually written as one song just with the long slow intro.
BiTS: Now, over the years, you must have played in dozens of places all around the world, is there
any gig that’s particularly outstanding to you? One where you perhaps were on the stage
performing and you thought, what on Earth am I doing here?
TR: [Chuckles] One thing that stands out was definitely being on stage with Buddy Guy in Mumbai
in India. We played at the same festival, and I was invited to join Buddy Guy on the stage down
there, so that was maybe a highlight. It was very special, and I was very, very nervous because they
told me yes, you can join, and we will say when during his show. I was just standing by the stage,
and I didn’t know when I was going to be called on and I didn’t know what we were going to do and
stuff like that. But of course, it was great to be with a legend on stage and in a spectacular place
like Mumbai, India.
BiTS: Absolutely tremendous. Are you able to tour at the moment? Are you restricted still by
COVID?

TR: No. We are touring right now. We’ve just finished a very long tour in Sweden and Norway.
We’ve just played nine gigs in two weeks, so we are recovering from that right now.
BiTS: Have you been badly affected? Did you get lots of gigs that were cancelled?
TR: Yes, yes. Many. Hundreds were cancelled. I’m beginning to lose track of the whole COVID
period - when was the first wave and when was the second wave and all that stuff, but yes, we had
some periods of three and four months where we didn’t play at all. The first wave came just when
we’d released our latest album, the “Come On In” album. We were at the beginning of the release
tour when the first wave came. There were so many gigs that we had looked forward to playing that
were cancelled. Luckily, we have a very good booker, so most of the gigs have been rescheduled.
BiTS: I notice that you don’t count this current album, the collection of songs for the first 20 years
as being a new album. The last one you did was “Come On In” with RUF, the RUF records album.
Have you got any plans to go into the studio again to do some new stuff?
TR: Yes, we’re already in the studio making new stuff and the two first weeks of January, we have
booked a studio and we are hopefully more or less going to finish our new album during those two
weeks.
BiTS: Is the material for that written?
TR: Yes.
BiTS: Oh, wonderful. Tell me how you go about writing a song. Do you sit down with an
instrument and strum away or play away and add lyrics, or do you have the lyrics in your head?
How does it work for you?
TR: It’s a little bit different.
Sometimes I just sit down at my table
at 8 o’clock in the morning and say
now I have to write a song and then I
have usually in my computer a bank
of ideas. Little riffs that I have
recorded or some line that has just
come into my head while I’m
bicycling in Copenhagen or whatever,
and I open this bank and see what’s
the best idea I have here and then I
just start working on it. Sometimes
also, for instance, with the new
album, me and Søren, the bass player, he’s sort of the producer of the album, he says we have ten
songs, we just need a more or less regular blues song. And I agreed with him. It’s always nice to
have a defined task. Now I’m actually in the process of writing the last song for the album, which is
going to be a more traditional kind of blues. But I would say the lyrics always come last. I always
start making the chord changes and then I start improvising a melody over that. When I have the
chords and the melody, then I write the lyrics and that is actually the hard part. I don’t really have a
lot of things to say. I’m not in the music business to change the world. I’m mainly here because I
love to sing and play, so the writing is not the most important thing for me.

BiTS: Okay, so the singing is hugely important. Why do you think that is? Why do you love singing
so much?
TR: That’s actually a little bit difficult to answer - why do I like it so much? I don’t know, I just do,
and of course, it also has to do a little bit with catharsis. You get a load off your back when you’re
singing. That’s how I feel, and I always feel released after a concert. You might be in a bad mood
before the concert, or you might have a cold or an ache in your back or whatever, but I always find
when I’m finished with the concert I’m in a much better condition than when I started the concert.
So that’s a good thing.
BiTS: You just reminded me, there’s a song that I’m aware of - I can’t remember where it comes
from but it has the line “you’ve got to use the blues to make you feel better” [laughing].
TR: Oh, yes. That’s a good line, yes. Also “Blues is The Healer” by John Lee Hooker.
BiTS: I won’t take any more of your time. Thank you very much indeed for speaking to me. It’s
been wonderful and congratulations on the excellent English that you speak.
TR: Thank you, I’m trying the best I can, but thank you.
BiTS: Thanks very much indeed. I won’t attempt to say your name at the moment because I’ve got
to go and practice it!
TR: [Laughing] that’s good. Thanks for calling.
BiTS: Bye then. Bye.

Bernie Marsden

TR: Bye-bye.

Copenhagen

MASTERS OF THE BLUES
LEROY CARR AND SCRAPPER BLACKWELL
By
Roger Bromley of the Nitecrawlers (Birmingham)

Leroy Carr
Alongside those fabulous female blues shouters the man who did more than most to drag down-home
blues out of the camps and cotton fields and into the
city was that somewhat forgotten ivory tickler and
bluesman Leroy Carr.
A really influential pianist of those early years, Leroy
Carr’s mellow, laid back, Hoosier style piano pointed
the way forward like a neon billboard sign on a coal
black night.
His sweet blues piano and laid back voice, backed up
by the jazzy licks of his guitar partner Scrapper
Blackwell became an early pattern for Nat King Cole,
Ray Charles, Amos Milburn and Jimmy Witherspoon,
while even Count Basie recorded some of his songs.
Leroy Carr was no typical bluesman. No
sharecropper out of the cotton fields, he’d been born
in Nashville and raised in the automobile city of
Indianapolis, he spoke pretty neat and always
dressed in a fancy suit and tie.
He’d learned to play piano as a boy but could only
play that old devil music when his mother wasn’t
around. So Leroy got itchy feet, quit school, and ran
away from home with a travelling circus troupe, then while still underage joined the army down in
Arizona.
But Leroy soon enough headed back to Indy, got himself married and found work in a meat packing
plant. Thing was Naptown was a stopping off point for Chicago and Detroit and Leroy took to touring
those jumping Indiana Avenue nightspots where Slick Jimmy Collins and the Harding brothers ruled
the roost. He got himself involved in trading a little corn whiskey and playing 88’s around the alleyway
dives and rent parties, it sure did beat meat packing, or at least it did till that bootlegging got him a
year down on the State Farm.
When Leroy got out he hooked up with guitar man Scrapper Blackwell and the two of them as well as
brewing hooch started playing music together. Blackwell’s jazzy guitar runs really complemented

Carr’s cool, low key 88’s style and laid back vocals. “Leroy was good” said Blackwell “ he could set
seven words in one line of blues.”
Just around that time record companies were searching around for blues talent and Vocalion proposed
that the duo travel the one hundred and eighty miles to Chicago to record but the boys had other ideas,
they’d got a thriving bootlegging business running. “Not now we’re too busy” replied Blackwell, so
Vocalion sent a crew to Naptown.
It was a wise decision, after setting up in a local radio station they recorded a cool Leroy Carr written
track “How Long How Long Blues” that sold so well the old metal masters wore out and the duo had
to re-record the track twice more.
The disc catapulted Leroy to stardom, Vocalion advertised him as “fast becoming the greatest blues
singer in the land,” and the money rolled in. “We got a flat payment, four thousand dollars, that’s
each” laughed Blackwell. No question Leroy Carr had got it in the bag, only trouble was ever since his
early bootlegging days Leroy had been his own best customer and now he was drinking vast quantities
of that bad whiskey.
Leroy and Blackwell unlike so many others worked right through the depression filling theatres right
across bluesland, and then when recording finally began again they were one of the first back in the
studio. Leroy cut well over a hundred sides but it was a hard and reckless life, and his heavy thirst
was spinning out of control. His kidneys were shot and he was often in real agony, so he just drunk
more whiskey to dull the pain.
Early ’35 they were recording at Bluebird in Chicago, “it was colder than Johnny Brown” remembered
Blackwell, the two men were drunk and an argument developed, Blackwell got thrown out of the studio
and Carr recorded a poor session alone then didn’t attend a party that night at a club where Tampa
Red was starring. Next morning he was found dead in his bed. There were all sorts of wild stories but
the truth was that Leroy just drank too much of that cheap moonshine and his kidneys surrendered.
And despite all those big selling discs Leroy Carr was buried in an unmarked grave.
Tall, toothy grinned, and square jawed Carr, the man with giant hands, had a talent for making his
songs seem real and he left his mark on the blues. “I was crazy about Leroy Carr” remembered Robert
Lockwood. “One of the greatest blues writers I’ve ever known” reckoned Big Bill Broonzy, while Muddy
Waters said “How Long How Long Blues” was the first blues song he learned to play, and we all know
when bluesmen like that sing his praises then Leroy Carr
must have been doing it right. But what of Scrapper
Blackwell?

Scrapper Blackwell
Even when it’s set against the wild and bizarre backdrop
of so many other bluesmen’s lives, the tale of guitar man
Scrapper Blackwell really is something else.
He lived a life as full as any man could ever drink. His God
given talent, his sudden rise to fame, his crash back to earth
and a violent ending all add up to make Scrapper’s story
just about as blue as the blues ever does get.

He was Francis Hillman Blackwell but thanks to his grandmother it was Scrapper pretty much all of
his life. “That’s what they call me,” he said “nobody know me by my name.”
Part Cherokee Indian and one of sixteen kids, Scrapper was three years old when the whole family
moved to industrial Indianapolis from Syracuse, South Carolina. His father was a fiddle player so
Scrapper spent his childhood pretty much surrounded by music, everyone in the family played some
musical instrument or other and Scrapper joined in, building himself a guitar out of a mandolin neck
and a cigar box.
His first real guitar cost seven dollars, bought with the take-out of a crap game, and Scrapper set
about learning himself to play that thing. “Know who
learned me? Nobody, it just come to me.”
Well, Scrapper must have learned himself real good,
cause by the time he was teenage he was cutting his
teeth round those wild bawdy houses and juke joints
of downtown Indiana Avenue, although most of his
money came from alky cooking. “I was selling my corn,
I was making money” reckoned Scrapper, trouble was
that moonshine also earned him a spell on the penal
farm.
When he got back to Naptown he latched onto the
shadowy figure of Mr Guernsey an English storekeeper
who wanted to break into the record business, “fine
fellow” reckoned Scrapper.
Guernsey, who had already met talented 88’s player
Leroy Carr, wangled a meeting between Carr and Blackwell. “Leroy got down and played the blues
pretty good” remembered Scrapper “I said that sounded good, I kinda liked that myself.”
Blackwell could be hot tempered, and tough to work with but him and Leroy blended like fine corn
whiskey. There was a real buzz round Scrapper’s jazzy Piedmont picking and Carr’s Hoosier piano
and their very first recording together “How Long How Long Blues” hit the spot, selling quicker than
the best hooch in town.
For the next seven years, Leroy Carr and Scrapper Blackwell’s platters sold big. Their tight catchy
style made them red hot stars on the blues circuit and one of the few acts making money through
those depression years. “I left a lot of money under different pillows” recalled Scrapper. From time
to time they’d head off alone to record and perform, although neither of them quite lit that fire on
their own.
Problem was that while Scrapper wrote a whole bunch of their songs and his fine jazzy guitar licks
lifted every track, the spotlight always seemed to shine on the tall, smooth, well dressed city dude,
Carr. Scrapper didn’t care too much about that, he was living a wild booze soaked life, but he did care
about the lack of credit and recognition for the songs he wrote and the royalties he reckoned he
deserved.
Things finally blew up when a well-oiled and moody Scrapper got thrown out of a studio session after
another drunken row over money. Leroy Carr, already ill and drinking too heavily himself took on
one corn whiskey too many and was found dead in his bed.

Scrapper was distraught, he went into the studio a few months later and cut six tracks with pianist
Dorothy Rice, including “My Old Pal Blues (Dedicated to the memory of Leroy Carr)” but things just
weren’t the same, so Scrapper quit the business, went back to Naptown and worked as a labourer in
the city asphalt plant, just occasionally playing at a party or juke if the mood took him.
He was drinking heavily “…fulla God damn alcohol man, done got drunk, fell in the middle of the
road” and he’d been out of work some time when blues researchers caught up with him and put him
back on stage, his voice a little shot, but his playing still sharp.
Scrapper Blackwell had even recorded a new album when his story screeched to a sudden fatal halt
one drunken moonshine Saturday in an alleyway behind 527 West Seventeenth where Scrapper took
two bullets to the chest.
He really had been some guitar player, but that corn whiskey was his downfall. It had gotten hold of
him and his old pal Carr a long time ago and it never did let go. Still, there were some fine tracks left
behind that signposted the way for a whole bunch of bluesmen that followed on, so for that alone
maybe the blues owes Scrapper Blackwell one final toast.

BiTS INTERVIEW: Dik Banovich

Scottish by descent and with roots in many countries around the world, Dik Banovich is an
accomplished singer / songwriter with his feet firmly planted in the blues. Dik now lives in
France and has done for some time. His new album “Run To You” is a delightful mix of blues
styles and accomplished fingerpicking.

BiTS: Tell me something about your upbringing and how you got into music, especially blues, in the
first place.

Dik Banovich

DB: Well, my family moved to the
States when I was a year old. My
mother was from Ireland. My father
was from Yugoslavia, so we were
always listening to people like Séamus
Ennis and various Yugoslav polkas and
God knows what. And then there was
the radio and there was also some
blues and country music and popular
music at the time, and we had
television really early as well. We had
television in the 50s, so yes, it was just
full of stuff.
BiTS: Did your parents or any
members of your family play music?
DB: No. Not at all. My father wanted
me to learn to play the accordion, so
that was my first instrument, in fact.
At the age of eight, he sent me off to
lessons on the other side of Chicago

and I did three years of accordion and I hated it.
BiTS: Did you? Why did you hate it?
DB: Well, I just didn’t like it. I just didn’t take to it at all, and I was on at him to get me a guitar
and he pushed me more into accordion. Eventually, they caved in, and they bought me a little guitar
and away I went.
BiTS: Pretty heavy instrument for a kid to manage anyway.
DB: Well, it was a really nice accordion, actually. It was a make called Crown. I think it was a halfsize or quarter-size accordion, but it was a full 42 key, 120 bass. I wish I had it now, in fact,
because it was actually quite light and a nice-sounding thing.
BiTS: When did you move on to playing the guitar?
DB: When I was about 12.
BiTS: So that would be junior high?

DB: What would it have been? I can’t remember to be quite honest with you. I left the States in
1965, so that would have made me 12. It was the year I left, actually.
BiTS: How did you get into the blues then, Dik? How did you find the blues, or how did the blues
find you, as they say?
DB: It was always on the radio. There was stuff on the radio. We used to listen to the radio. People
now just go onto the internet and listen to what they want to listen to. But in those days, you put
the radio on and whatever came,
came. You had various stations.
Wizz Jones
Like yourself, if you want to listen
to blues, you tune into that. But
yes, we kind of surfed around.
That was the great thing about
radio as well. You just surfed
around on the wavebands. You’d
pick up something. Between
country music and blues and jazz,
there’d be stations that would be
playing all that kind of stuff and
then there’d be stations just
playing popular music. You’d hear
a lot of stuff, but getting really into it, I suppose, was coming across people like Big Bill Broonzy
and Brownie McGhee, Sonny Terry. These people - listening to them. It’s all to do with Pete Seeger
and all this kind of business. Alan Lomax, Pete Seeger - that kind of crowd. You’d see them on the
telly, you’d listen to some of their music, and it just seemed more accessible to me, in fact, as well.
BiTS: You have, if you don’t mind me saying so, a very light touch - a beautifully light touch - on
the guitar. It sounds lovely.
DB: Thank you.
BiTS: Who do you base that style on? Who is your greatest influence, do you think?
DB: I would say Wizz Jones, to be completely honest with you.
BiTS: Really?
DB: Yes, I would say because you listen to a lot of the old blues stuff and it’s rough around the
edges. It’s great. A lot of really great playing, but I used to run a folk club up in the North East of
Scotland when I was living there, and we used to have Wizz come up and do a slot there on a
Tuesday night when he was up in Scotland. He’d be playing between Aberdeen and Inverness at the
folk clubs up there. Anybody who played at the folk club would come and stay at my house, so I
actually really liked listening to Wizz. I loved his magic thumb, basically, which he got directly
from listening to Broonzy himself. I then stopped listening to - we’re talking about the early to
mid-70s - Broonzy and all that and started listening more to what Wizz was doing. Amazing righthand technique. Wonderful left-hand as well, but it was really what he was getting out of that
Epiphone Texan that he had. I was just sitting here thinking about him before you phoned because
he’s 80-odd now.

BiTS: I had the great pleasure of seeing him, unfortunately in what I guess must have been the
very last concerts with John Renbourn. That would be in a place called Topsham in Devon, which
I’m pretty sure you know.
DB: I do know, yes. Julian Piper used to run the Topsham Blues Club, didn’t he?
BiTS: Absolutely, he did.
DB: Yes, and I used to go down there and, in fact, when talking about that place, Julian Piper got us
in to do the sound for John Renbourn at Topsham, actually and I’m talking 2000-2001. What was
the name of the hotel? It wasn’t The Railway or something like that, was it?
BiTS: It’s called The Globe.
John Renbourn

DB: The Globe. That’s it. Julian brought us
in to do the sound for John Renbourn,
which was really excellent. We were
running a little agency at the time. Jim
Condie and various people passed over to
Julian for gigs there. It was a nice little
place, actually. It was a great club.
BiTS: Tell me how you ended up in France.

DB: I just wanted to get out of the UK. I
was brought up in a republic [laughing]
and I’m living in a republic. No, I first came
to Britain in 1980. I was playing with a guy
called Ronnie Gerrard, who was a top fiddle
player from the North East of Scotland and we had a duo throughout the 70s. Where I was living at
the time there wasn’t any acoustic guitar players or not many. There was a guy in Inverness who
played ragtime and blues. Otherwise, everybody played folk music and you’d be hard pushed to find
an acoustic guitar player anywhere because at that time, everybody was into electric guitars and
plugging in, so if you wanted to play acoustic music, you had to play with whoever was available.
When I started the folk club, there was this chap turns up who was Ronnie Gerrard and he played
mandolin and fiddle. He did his training in Strathspey reel societies, so he had all the traditional
Scottish stuff, and he also had this marvellous jazz touch because he played a bit like Grappelli and
he was really passionate with bluegrass and stuff. He lives in Norway now. He’s still doing it,
actually. We started a duo and all over Scotland, we were playing in the 70s. A lot of TV
appearances on Grampian television and he went off and he joined a band called New Celeste and
New Celeste was a band from Glasgow. Very, very big folk-rock band in Brittany and in Europe and
not very well-liked in Scotland, funnily enough. He played with them for quite a while and then he
left, and we reformed the duo and then he arranged a number of gigs for a guy called Gérard Bono
who was a banjo player and an agent here in Brittany and he organised a tour of the north, all
around Brittany, actually. That was in 1980 and I kind of fell in love with the place. It was very
vibrant. Lots of music everywhere, just a great place. I went back to Scotland, then I was always
thinking about getting closer and closer to Brittany. Eventually in 97, I just had to get out of
Scotland. I think the drink was getting me. I just had to leave. I moved down to Devon, where I met
Jackie, my wife. I spent five years in Devon and the reason to move to Devon originally was to be

closer to get to Brittany and then after we got together, Jackie and I, we just decided to sell up and
move over here, so we’ve been here now 20 years. I’ve not been back to the UK since.
BiTS: Do you have your own studio at home at the moment?
DB: Yes, we’ve got one up the stairs. It’s just a small studio. We do recording up there.
BiTS: Have you any idea how many records you’ve made over the years, CDs, I mean?
DB: CDs, probably about five or six but loads of other recordings in various situations.
BiTS: And the latest one?
DB: It’s called “Run to You”.
BiTS: Yes.
DB: That came out on my mother’s birthday, May 16th this
year. Before that it was 2020, that was “In Transit”. 2018, I
think was “Hot Cookin’ Mama”. Before that in 2014, I think
it was just called “Acoustic Roots and Blues”. Then there
was a lot of stuff that was done in studios in Scotland that I
put out. Various tracks from various studios and various
recording sessions and that was called “Passage of Time”.
The first recording I did was called “Roots and Blues” or
something like “Blues and Swing” or something like that
and that came out in 1983 or 84.
BiTS: Tell me something about the new album “Run to You”. Was it recorded quickly, or have you
been working on it a long time?
DB: No, it was recorded in about three months. I suppose the original idea was to get down a lot of
numbers that I had that were in my repertoire but then if you’re playing the same repertoire for
years on end you get a bit sick of it. I kind of went off on tangents and recorded stuff that was
similar to the stuff I had in my repertoire and wrote numbers as well, just for the recording because
once I get into the swing of it, then it just seems to open something up and songs tend to come out.
I think there were about three originals on that album.
BiTS: That kind of suggests to me that there’s quite a lot of arrangement on the run that goes in
when you’re recording.
DB: It’s just on the run, yes. It’s on the run. My days of actually sitting down and arranging stuff
began and ended with the first album I put out in 83, because I had to arrange a lot of stuff for the
Scots musicians that played with me. I had to arrange the chord progressions - God knows what.
Changing the progressions as you went through the melodies, single-note melodies, leave space for
improvisation. It was great fun and it worked really well, but it’s just too much like hard work.
When you’re at home, I mean basically in your studios before, you had to work everything out, but
now if you’ve got a studio in your home, you’ve got all the time in the world. You’re not pressed by
time and money. You can spend six hours on a recording rather than six hours on an album. Spend
six hours on one number rather than six hours on a whole album.
BiTS: Like many of us who are guitar players, do you have dozens and dozens of different guitars?
DB: Yes, I’ve got quite a few, actually. I’ve got three Resonators here.

BiTS: So part of the battle is trying to decide which one you’re going to play [chuckles].
DB: There’s a lot seems to go on sound checking, I suppose, because you think one guitar is going to
sound nice on a particular number. You try to record the guitar and you’re not getting the sound
that you want, so you go onto another guitar. There’s a lot of that. Some of the best sounds we’ve
got have been out of some of the so-called cheaper instruments because a lot of them are resonant,
but they seem to record better. I’ve got a hand-made guitar up the stairs. It’s made by a chap called
Chris Cross from St Albans, which I bought in the 80s. It’s a wonderful, wonderful hand-made
guitar and it sings but to record that is really difficult. There’s a lot of overtones and it doesn’t suit
everything that you want to play. You go through quite a lot of guitars finding the right one for the
number that you’re doing.
BiTS: Tell me something about some of the tracks on the album, especially the ones that come from
you. Is ‘Diciembre’ one of yours?
DB: Yes, that was actually written for the album. I sit here down the stairs in the evenings
sometimes watching the TV and I’ve got a wee guitar on me, so I’m playing around and that came
like that. I said to Jackie, we should try and get this down and it was only half-baked, so you record
it a couple of times and then you start hearing where you’re going wrong and it actually falls into a
kind of arrangement, if you like. It becomes a completed piece. I love that piece, actually.
BiTS: And some of the others that are yours?
DB: There’s the title track ‘Run to You’, which again that was just a few licks on the guitar. Just a
few passages on the guitar that came together and then I ran upstairs and wrote words and that
was that, basically. I left space for a melodic break. It’s kind of
A jazz
like 50/50 guitar and voice. There’s another one I wrote on
manouche
there called ‘The River’, which is a really strange number,
(gipsy Jazz)
actually because there’s a guitar that I bought - well Jackie
guitar
bought actually - and the guitar’s a real mess. It was built in the
40s and it’s what they call a jazz manouche guitar. It’s got a
slotted headstock and a tailpiece, but the neck is bent like a
banana on it. I managed to lower the bridge enough and put a
capo on the 5th fret and stick it in some weird detuning and
started playing around with that. Started recording that and
then that song actually came out of that.
BiTS: And what about some of the others that you’ve chosen
that are covers. For instance, ‘Louis Collins’, Mississippi John Hurt song.
DB: Yes, I love John Hurt. Who doesn’t? I just love that song. I like the story. Bob shot once, Louis
shot too. Bob shot, Louis shot him through and through. It’s just wonderful lyrics. They’re kind of
almost nonsense, but they’re not, which is actually one of the things that bugs me about being in
France. France has got a really, really excellent blues scene. The musicians are brilliant, but the
downfall is that they don’t speak English and some of them try and sing in English, and they don’t
understand the lyrics that they’re singing. I find it a bit difficult. It’s difficult to explain what I’m
trying to say here. They’ve got all the right feeling, but why not sing in French because they can
understand what they’re singing about. There’s no point coming from deepest, darkest France and
trying to sing like a black guy who’s brought up in Mississippi. It just doesn’t work.
BiTS: No. I understand.

DB: But, yes, they’re great musicians and great players. Wonderful blues players and some
fantastic harmonica players here.
BiTS: Dik, have you been badly affected by COVID? I don’t mean personally. I mean as far as
getting out and playing is concerned.
DB: Yes. There were two confinements here and all the gigs disappeared. I lost a little tour of
Spain as well. That must have been 2020. We kind of lose track of time because of it all as well. It
was the 17th of March, 2020, that we got locked down through to, I can’t remember. June or July,
but then the gigs picked up in the summer. We had gigs in the summer, so that wasn’t too bad. Or
was it just August, September and the beginning of October. Then we were locked down again, I

think.
BiTS: What are your plans for the immediate future. Are you getting gigs that are coming in now?
DB: Yes, I’m playing at Blues sur Seine, which is just outside of Paris. It’s a big blues festival. I’m
playing there next week. I’ve got three gigs at that one and then I’ve got a local gig here in Brittany
and I’m pretty well alright until the middle of December - I think it’s the 20th or something like
that. Most weekends down to Loire-Atlantique by Nantes, La Roche Bernard, which is on the west
coast. South of Vannes. I don’t know if you know Brittany but south of Vannes. Brest as well and
quite a few other places and then nothing really until the middle of March and I’m playing the
Terri 'Thouars Blues Festival.
BiTS: What are the chances of you coming and doing some gigs in England?
DB: I haven’t been to England for 20 years.
BiTS: [Laughing] Probably very wise of you, actually.

DB: Harry Simpson, he’s like you, isn’t he? His radio programme up in the north there, the
Saltburn, the blues programme. Harry Simpson has been on at me to go across to play in England
as well. I don’t know I think once you count the ferry in and you count all your expenses and taken
your van across and driving about.
BiTS: I can understand that. It must be a lot of hassle.
DB: Yes, basically I can get in my motor here and I can drive right down to Barcelona in ten hours
and it would take me ten hours to get across the channel to the south of England.
BiTS: One other British musician, of course, who is in France is Paul Cowley. Do you know him?
DB: Yes, I’ve met Paul a number of times. We played the same festival actually in August. Blues au
Château, a place called La Chèze. It’s not very far from Loudéac in the centre of Brittany. That was
the last time I saw Paul. I’ve been bumping into him quite a number of times. He’s got some nice
music out as well, actually. I quite like his last album that he put out.
BiTS: Well, like you, he’s got his own studio. It must be par for the course when people go to
France to get your own studio [chuckles].
DB: The thing is, it’s not beyond anybody these days, is it, do you know what I mean? All you need
is basically just an interface, and you can record straight onto your computer. There’s all these free
programmes as well.
BiTS: That’s certainly true.
DB: Anybody can do it. I’ve gone a bit further than that with the stuff that we’ve got here. I’m
sure Paul has as well at his end because you want to get something that’s going to be a reasonable
quality. It’s a learning curve as well, isn’t it? It’s never going to be as good as a professional studio,
but you’ve got the self-satisfaction, I suppose, the satisfaction of knowing that you’ve done it all
yourselves. If people then compliment you on the sound that you’re getting, well, it’s worth it then,
isn’t it? People like yourselves that give us airtime as well, I mean it’s just wonderful. Made that up
here in the middle of Brittany and you’re listening to the radio and you’re going that’s Ian
McKenzie’s programme - hey listen, that’s me [chuckling]! We recorded it up the stairs. It’s a great
feeling. Like I say, it’s never going to be the highest quality recording that you can get, but I don’t
know, everybody’s got their MP3 players, and as soon as anything goes to MP3, it loses a lot of
quality anyway.
BiTS: Okay, Dik. Thank you very much indeed for talking to me. I hope everything goes well for
you and even though you’ve not been here for 20 years, I’m sure we’ll all look forward to you
visiting us in the UK sometime.
DB: Great, Ian. Thanks very much indeed. Thanks for your call.
BiTS: Thank you very much indeed.
DB: Cheers. Bye.
BiTS: Bye.
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BEN LEVIN – IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR
By Lawrence Lebo

Cincinnati, Ohio pianist Ben Levin made his first guest
appearance at age 11 years old with his father’s band the
Heaters, and his first Cincinnati Blues Festival appearance at
age 15. Ben and his father guitarist Aron Levin have continued
to make music together … and Ben is now 22 years old! Not
something easily found these days. Most kids want to become
independent of their parents as fast as they can! But in this case the son has
embraced the father’s tastes in music, making it his own. This brings us to Ben’s latest
release titled Still Here.
Ben Levin

Still Here is mostly co-written by
father and son, along with a few
well-chosen covers. The pair
were inspired by the vibe and
sound of Cincinnati’s historic
King Records artists, including
Big Jay McNeely, Eddy “Lockjaw”
Davis and The Ink Spots, to name
a few. Ben was brought up on
Boogie Woogie piano, the style
has cemented itself firmly in his
approach.

The original songs on Still Here
are reflective of the family
struggles during the global
pandemic when Aron became ill
with COVID-19. Track 2, the slow
blues lament title track recounts;
“I watched them take you away
in the dark, Said goodbye with a
heavy heart, Could not believe
the end was so near, Look at you
now – you’re Still Here”. Ben
tinkles, and father/guitarist Aron tastefully drops in some blues fills. The pair are musically
responsive and respective of each other.
I caught up with Ben Levin during his college finals! I asked him about his life and his latest release
titled Still Here. This is what he told me ………
LL: So, tell us about where you grew up and about your family, please.
BL: I grew up in Cincinnati, OH. I have one older brother, and my dad is a professor along with
being a professional musician. My mom is a former nurse and is now in the catering business.

LL: What music were you exposed to while growing up?
BL: A little bit of everything! My pops loved blues guitar, so I had a heavy dose of the three kings,
and my mom loves 80’s/90’s R&B.
LL: When did you first start playing music and on what instruments?
BL: I started taking piano lessons with my mentor Ricky Nye when I was eight years old. Ricky
really got me into piano blues, like Otis Spann and Memphis Slim. He is still a great mentor and
friend to me to this day.
LL: When did you first start playing on stage? How did that come about?
BL: I first sat in with my dad’s band at a local bar when I was 11. He had been playing at this bar for
years and I was showing interest in starting to
gig. The really cool thing was his bass player has
a son also my age who was learning drums, so
the band was fathers and sons.
LL: You are currently a college student! Do
your studies contribute to you as a Blues
artist?
BL: I am a student at the University of
Cincinnati studying history. My focus is on black
American history, and I’ve been interviewing
elder musicians of blues, jazz, and soul.
LL: Let’s talk about your new release with
your father Aron Levin titled Still Here. Please
tell us your concept and vision for the album,
and what it’s like doing an album with your
father?
BL: This album was inspired by what my father and my family went through this time last year. My
dad had a severe case of Covid, and almost passed away. As soon as he began to heal in the hospital
and I was able to visit, we started planning the next album. He came up with song ideas from the
hospital bed before he could walk again.
When he finally came home and we were able to play music together again, I realized how precious
it is to share the stage with my father, and I’ll never take it for granted again. Recording in the
studio with him solidifies the bond that we share on record.
LL: And what about the musicians who performed on Still Here?
BL: It’s myself on piano/vocals, my dad Aron Levin on guitar, Chris Douglas on bass, and Oscar
Bernal on drums.
LL: What’s the pandemic been like for you?
BL: It has been extremely tough, especially my father’s battle with COVID. I’m trying to keep my
head up and stay positive, but some days are harder than others. Continuing to gig and record
music is really the only thing that has pulled me through these last few years.

I can’t wait to get out of the country again and play in Europe. I was supposed to in 2020, and I’m
hoping it won’t be postponed a third year.
LL: What can your fans look forward to coming up from you?
BL: For my next album I’m planning to feature some great living bluesmen. I’m always honoured to
share the stage and the studio with folks who helped create this music. I’m stepping off the mic to
focus more on my piano and to shine the spotlight on some singers who aren’t as well-known but
who I believe are great representatives of blues.
~ Lawrence Lebo
Lawrence Lebo is an award winning, critically acclaimed Blues recording artist living in Los
Angeles, CA, USA. She can be found on the web at www.lawrencelebo.com
Ben and Aron Levin

TORNADOS, HURRICANES AND CYCLONES FORECAST IN DORCHESTER
“In other parts of the world they have cyclones, tornados and hurricanes, in the UK we have Stompin’
Dave. Dave is a phenomenal artist. A great guitar player and vocalist, an accomplished songwriter
and a traditional fiddler, a boogie blues piano player and a competition standard five string banjo
picker. As if that’s not enough, he is also an outstanding dancer using a combination of flatfoot and
clogging styles often when playing one of his stringed instruments.” Blues In the South.

A fantastic live music event is in store at Dorchester Arts on Wednesday 23rd January with the
Stompin’ Dave and Earl Jackson Duo.
Dave Allen® with Earl Jackson

With twenty five years of performing
experience, Dave Allen has worked
exclusively as a self employed musician. A
former member of the erstwhile UK Blues
Band of the Year, The Producers, Stompin'
Dave was nominated for a British Blues
Award in 2014.

Dave started to perform with the stage
name of Stompin’ Dave fifteen years ago.
Since then he has consistently given over
one hundred performances per year
across the UK and beyond, including
many major festivals such as Glastonbury Festival, Camp Bestival, and Bestival, etc. In that time
Dave has made well over two hundred festival appearances, and released over thirty albums.
Dave performs a broad spectrum of American roots music including blues, bluegrass, rock n roll,
old-time, folk, country, etc. Dave's vast repertoire ranges from traditional songs and tunes, to
vintage covers, as well as his own originals. “Let’s face it, in adding the quality of his original
material the man is a downright genius.” Blues In Britain.
Earl Jackson began playing guitar at the age of five. Born of Jamaican parents in Lambeth, in 1964
he was heavily influenced by gospel music. Much of his charisma and on stage confidence comes
from performing for ten thousand people or more at various gospel events.
Earl has been an in demand performer since starting his first band in the 1980s. A well known
figure on the British rock n roll and blues circuits he has made appearances on BBC radio and TV
including the Jonathan Ross Show. Earl was awarded Best Blues Singer 2017 by Jools Holland
Boisdale Music Awards.
Earl who sings, plays guitar, bass, and drums is also a tireless promoter of blues and rock n roll
music. He has been part of Boogaloo Promotions team alongside Blues Matters Lifetime
Achievement Award recipient Monica Madgwick for many years. Boogaloo Promotions run a great
many music weekends at hotels across the country, as well as a weekly gig at The Farnham
Maltings, Surrey.
Dave and Earl began performing together in 2012 and since then they have given barnstorming
performances at festivals, art centres and music clubs nationwide and abroad. So do not miss this
event!

Maple Blues Nominees
Live Blues Artists Return to Koerner Hall
There’s no stopping the blues – not even a second year of a global pandemic. In a year like no other,
2021 has proven that Canadian blues artists are tenacious, forward-thinking, and incredibly
creative in the face of adversity. Despite ongoing challenges and changes, Toronto Blues Society
continues to support and promote Canadian Blues artists by announcing the nominees for the
upcoming 25th annual Maple Blues Awards. The winners will be announced on January 31, 2022
at the LIVE Maple Blues Award Show to be held at Koerner Hall in Toronto,
Leading the way with multiple nominations is Steve Marriner, who has received seven nominations
including Entertainer of the Year, Electric Act of the Year (with MonkeyJunk), Acoustic Act of the
Year (with David Gogo), Male Vocalist of the Year, Recording/Producer of the Year, Songwriter of
the Year, and Harmonica Player of the Year. Another nominee in multiple categories is Sue Foley,
who has been nominated for Entertainer of the Year, Electric Act of the Year, Recording/Producer
of the Year, Songwriter of the Year, and Guitarist of the Year.
There are promising newcomers nominated for the New Artist of the Year award including
Beauwater, Broke Fuse, Endrick & The Sandwiches, Lowdown Dirty Mojos and Shakey Trill.
Entertainer of the Year

Harrison Kennedy

David Gogo

Matt Andersen

Dawn Tyler Watson

Steve Marriner

Samantha Martin & Delta Sugar
Steve Marriner

Female Vocalist of the Year

Sue Foley

Crystal Shawanda
Dawn Tyler Watson

Electric Act of the Year

Dione Taylor

Colin James

Miss Emily

Jack de Keyzer

Samantha Martin

MonkeyJunk
Samantha Martin & Delta Sugar

New Artist of the Year

Sue Foley

Beauwater
Broke Fuse

Acoustic Act of the Year

Endrick & The Sandwiches

Brandon Isaak

Lowdown Dirty Mojos

David Gogo & Steve Marriner
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BiTS is delighted to announce a new partnership with MusicGurus who provide
music courses & training from the world's top musicians. Watch video lessons
to improve your playing and get 1-on-1 coaching.
MusicGurus courses offer a structured approach to learning new styles and
techniques through a series of high quality video lessons. All lessons feature HD
video & sound, as well as helpful camera angles which allow you to see exactly
how it's played.
You can also chat and exchange videos with artists to find out exactly what you
need to practice next.
Getting valuable feedback from professional musicians is simple with
MusicGurus. Simply start a chat with a tutor of your choice to agree on a subject
for your session, then upload a video of yourself playing. Your tutor will check
out your playing and send a video with their feedback and tips. It's as simple as
that! One-to-one music tuition without the hassle.
Total freedom.
Learn any time, anywhere. Only pay for what you use.
MusicGurus and BiTS believe that you should only pay for what you use so we
don't charge subscriptions. Buy lessons and personal tutoring sessions with a
one—off payment and that's it, they're yours to watch whenever, wherever and
as many times, as you want.
Tutors in the blues and jazz field include Marcus Bonfanti (guitar), Matt
Walklate (harmonica), Paddy Milner (piano), Ron Sayer (guitar) and many
more. For a full list of tutors go HERE.
Click this line for a list of available courses

REVIEWS
When Rivers Meet—Saving Grace—One Road Records
This is the second album from When Rivers Meet - a husband and
wife duo formed by Grace and Aaron Bond - Grace sings and plays
mandolin and violin, Aaron plays guitars and producer Adam
Bowers adds keyboards, bass, drums and trumpet. The album was
recorded at the Boathouse Studio in Suffolk and features a dozen
original songs, they describe their music as blues rock influenced by classic blues singers like Muddy Waters and Bonnie
Raitt but also by acts such as Metallica and Guns 'n' Roses. It's
this combination that gives tracks like opener 'I Can’t Fight This
Feeling' and the following 'Never Coming Home' that bit of extra
dynamics and drama with Grace's powerful vocals being backed up by equally powerful riffing
guitar. 'Don’t Tell Me Goodbye' is a lovely melodic ballad which also features Aaron singing along
with Grace but 'Do You Remember My Name' steps up the volume again and 'Eye Of A Hurricane'
also features Aaron's vocals along with some nice guitar.
'Testify' is a real banger that reminded me of Skunk Anansie with Grace belting out the vocals over
a pounding track featuring guitar and organ, while 'Shoot The Breeze' has slide guitar and 'Lost and
Found' is another blaster with machine gun drums and soaring vocals from Grace. 'Talking In My
Sleep' is another acoustic ballad with beautiful harmonies but in case you think they've gone soft
'Make A Grown Man Cry' blasts in to round off the album. I've got to say that this is blues rock
heavy on the ROCK and not really my thing but I can appreciate that it is done well and I think that
many will love this mashup of heavy rock and progressive blues which brought to mind early Black
Sabbath as well as Bad Company. I was also impressed by how they can move seamlessly from the
heavy rock tracks to the acoustic ballads - which I've got to say that I personally preferred.
Graham Harrison
Hans Theessink and Big Daddy Wilson—Pay Day—Blue Groove
ASIN:B09FSCKLH7

Hans Theessink – ‘the Dutch Ry Cooder’ – has teamed up with US
exile Big Daddy Wilson for this 16-track album recorded live in
Austria with songs that Hans describes as “some old, some new,
some borrowed”. We begin with a nice relaxed reading of Blind
Willie Johnson’s ‘Everybody Ought to Treat a Stranger Right’
while ‘Walking’ is an original song with both men sharing the
vocals and also Hans’ slide guitar, ‘Pay Day' is the old Mississippi
John Hurt song – one of my favourites but I didn’t think that they
really did too much with it – I much preferred the recent version by AJ Fullerton. ‘Virus Blues’ is a
song about Covid-19 and ‘Hard Time Killing Floor’ is the eerie old Skip James song with Hans’
authentic slide guitar and both men on vocals.

‘Denomination Blues’ is the Washington Phillips’ song (also covered by Ry Cooder) and given a
faster ‘jolly’ arrangement here, ‘Old Man Trouble’ is another Theessink original, a lovely melodic
blues ballad. While there is no doubting Hans’ talent and Big Daddy Wilson brings his wonderful
baritone to the party replicating Hans’ partnership with Terry Evans - I’m afraid that I found this
album a bit samey, with similar songs, sounds and tempos throughout – it’s only the final three
songs that gradually lift the pace to add a bit of variety.
Graham Harrison

Ricci/Krown—City Country City—Sono Recording Group
ASIN:B09DGJVHTK

This is a slightly strange record that attempts to recreate the
classic jazz/blues ‘organ trio’ format with in this case Jason
Ricci’s harmonica taking the place of the usual tenor sax. The
keyboards are supplied by Joe Krown (formerly with Clarence
“Gatemouth” Brown and currently in Kenny Wayne Shepherd’s
band) and the drums by Doug Belote with the trio delivering a
dozen tracks, both originals and covers. The title track is a good
representation of the whole album – with Joe firmly in Jimmy
Smith/Jack McDuff territory and Jason in fairly conventional mode until the counter melody
provides an excuse to use effects to distort the harmonica into funky almost clavinet sounds – plus
a snippet of ‘Eleanor Rigby’! ‘Down ‘n’ Dirty’ is a more conventional trio-style instrumental with
Doug’s drums keeping everything swinging and ‘Badger the Witness’ adds Jason’s vocals for a Tom
Waits-style song and there is more of his singing on ‘Feel Good Funk’ with more processed harp
and stabbing Hammond.

On ‘It Starts With Me’ Joe switches to piano and Jason is up front but very restrained for this
original country-ish ballad and ‘Down at the Juke’ is a Jason original blues shuffle with both his
vocals and harp. There are more jazzy instrumentals - Joe Sample’s ‘My Mama Told Me’, Grant
Green’s ‘Upshot’ and Taj Mahal’s ‘Jimmy Smith Strut’ and a wonderful version of Charles Brown’s
‘Driftin’ Blues’ with Jason once again supplying the vocals. The album closes with an instrumental
version of the Bobby Gentry pop song ‘Ode to Billy Joe’, which shouldn’t work but somehow does,
with Jason playing the vocal lines and the other two chugging along in the background.

This album is straight out of left field, so full marks to Mike Zito’s Gulf Coast Records for putting it
out, it’s a real pleasure to hear two absolute masters of their instruments in Joe Krown and Doug
Belote and Jason Ricci shows that he is on a par with them by toning down some of his more usual
heavy metal excesses for a more considered approach.
Graham Harrison

Gabe Stillman—Just Say The Word—Vizztone Label ASIN:
B0975P8R1X

Gabe Stillman is a young guitarist/singer from Pennsylvania
whose first record in 2020 saw him backed up by DC's longestablished blues band The Nighthawks but this new release has
him with just a few guests including Anson Funderburgh (who
also produced) and Kaz Kazanoff's Texas Horns, with the band
including Taylor Streiff - from the Nick Moss Band (keyboards),
Colin Beatty (bass) and Roy Hangen (drums). We blast off with
'Give Me Some Time' an Elmore James-style slide guitar workout, followed by 'Let it Go' with nice
lead guitar, Hammond organ and riffing horns and 'No Time for Me' features both distorted guitar
and vocals. Gabe is a fine vocalist who can belt it out but also be more subtle, hear him howl on
'Just Say the Word', whereas 'Alabama Wildflowers' sees his restrained baritone - plus more nice
slide guitar - and there are more laid-back vocals on the beautiful blues ballad 'Heartbreak Makes a
Sound'.

'No Matter What You Wear' is a rocking shuffle featuring guest Sue Foley on guitar and vocals, with
Anson also getting a solo as well, while the unusual jazzy instrumental 'Susquehanna 66' features
another guest Greg Izor on chromatic harmonica. 'Ain’t Gonna Change' reminded me of Howlin'
Wolf, 'Out of Time' is a powerful slow blues and 'Don’t Go Cold' is a moody song with more slide
guitar. 'I’ll Take Care of You' is a cover of a Bobby Bland song with Gabe delivering a more
measured approach than Bobby and 'Friend of Mine' is a nice relaxed cover of a Bill Withers' song.
This is a very accomplished release from Gabe that highlights both his singing and guitar playing,
it's also a great production job from Anson which puts the spotlight firmly on Gabe and the
excellent band rather than any fancy studio techniques.
Graham Harrison

Slim Butler—Bone Deep—Eclipse Music

This album blasts off from the first track 'Ain't No Excuse' with
its heavy wah-wah guitar and unison vocals - the guitars are by
Slim Butler and also guest Tap Ylinen. Slim has represented
Finland in both the European and International Blues Challenges
and this album features him backed by his road band The
SlimCuts, featuring Harri Raudaskoski (guitars), Mikko Löytty
(bass) and Jartsa Karvonen (drums). The songs here are all
original and I've got to say are very good - on first listen you'd
never guess that Slim (real name Jarmo Puhakka) is Finnish, his vocals sound very American and
his guitar playing is tough but also very lyrical and the band back him up perfectly - listen to the
laid back minor key 'How Deep Is The Water' where they lay down a funky backdrop for his guitar
to soar over. 'Blues Done Left Me' is a tasteful slow blues and 'Slim On Ice' is an instrumental (that

maybe is a tribute to Albert Collins) while 'C'est La Vie' is a moody left-bank ballad featuring Tatu
Kantomaa on bandoneon. We bow out with 'Why Doncha' a country sounding fast shuffle that again
features Tap Ylinen on guitar. This is a fine album of guitar-heavy blues rock produced by Slim
himself at Latosound in Tampere, Finland which is on a par with similar blues rock from both the
US and the UK.
Graham Harrison
Henry Gray—Shake a Hand (Live)—Wolf Records

As a teenager in the 60s we used to play Howlin' Wolf EPs and
singles at 78rpm and at that speed Wolf's vocals sounded like a
normal human being but the piano playing behind him was
ridiculously fast - 100mph - that piano playing was by Henry
Gray. Henry was originally from Louisiana and moved up to
Chicago to work with Wolf at Chess records before later moving
back to Louisiana where he died in 2020. This live album sees
Henry playing and singing with a small band on a selection of
blues from Chicago and Louisiana plus rock and roll. The focus is
very much on Henry with the guitar and drums doing just enough to support him without stealing
the spotlight.

He tackles blues classics like Leroy Carr's 'How Long', 'Sweet Home Chicago' and 'It Hurts Me Too'
as well as revisiting some of Wolf's hits like 'Little Red Rooster' and 'Howling For My Darling'
(which also includes harmonica). He also includes more modern rock and roll songs like Little
Richard's 'Tutti Frutti', Ray Charles' 'What I Say' and Fats Domino's 'My Girl Josephine'. Henry isn't
the world's best piano player or singer but he does have a certain charm and this is a pleasing
collection of songs and you feel that it would have been fabulous to have been in the audience for
this performance, although curiously we can't hear the audience at all on the recording! However,
this is a fitting tribute to one of the great supporting artists of the Chicago (and later Louisiana)
blues.
Graham Harrison
The Kokomo Kings—A Drive-by Love Affair—Rhythm Bomb
RBR 6010

The Kokomo Kings are a four-piece from Sweden, with a fine line
in original rocking blues and rock and roll. Try the title track for
a good example of how they sound, a somewhat Chuck Berry
styled number, with slide guitar fills adding a touch of classic
Elmore James – what’s not to like, or the straight-forward Berry
sound of ‘Buckle Up!’ – why, they are both car songs! ? Then there
is ‘The Smile Of A Shark’, again good fun and again, some
excellent slide guitar playing…

‘Drinking Fire And Eating Ash’ has strong touches of Junior Parker’s very early sound that fed into
vintage rockabilly, and closes out the album rather nicely. Before that though, do take a listen to
other tracks such as the slightly unusual ‘The Wonder Man’, with a strong bottom end, or the bright
and breezy ‘No Dinner Tonight’, with a nod to vintage Ike Turner in the guitar break.
Really though, there are no weak tracks here. Each track is memorable and, perhaps more
important for these guys, danceable. I would guess that these guys also go down an absolute storm
live!
Norman Darwen
(www.kokomokings.com)

The Mick Schafer Band—Back to the Blues—Lightning in a
Bottle

Singer, guitarist, bandleader and songwriter Mick Schafer is from
Portland, Oregon, and busked around Europe in the 70s. Around
2000 he began playing with roots band Blackberry Jam - he’d
taken the previous 20 years out to raise his adopted son, and he
began leading his own band in 2017.

For the nine tracks of this release, he is backed by the likes of
drummer Jimi Bott and Shemekia Copeland’s guitarist Ken “Willie” Scandlyn, with fiddle player
Tom Esch adding a rather unexpected flavour to some songs. The opening number, ‘Over In The
Corner’ is a good example and makes a fine introduction to Mick and co’s distinctive approach.
For a strong, fairly conventional blues, try the five minutes plus of the Magic Sam inspired ‘If I Win
Blues’, or the grooving ‘Don’t Wanna B Judged’ (sic); for something rather more leftfield, try ‘Virgin
Mary’. There is something of Tom Waits about some of the songs here, though this is more of an
inspiration for Mick’s song-writing rather than any kind of direct influence; Mick’s own vocals are
quite breathy.
‘Husband Blues’ is a country-flavoured up tempo item with its pedal steel and fiddle, and the
slightest hint of Bob Dylan in the vocals too. ‘Astara’ has a blues structure but is perhaps better
described as “blues-inflected”. The whole album is Mick’s own take on the blues, in the best
traditions he has created his own style - and that is no easy task...
Norman Darwen
(www.mickschafer.com)

Vidar Busk and His True Believers – the Civilized Life –
Grappa Musikforlag

A couple of years ago Norwegian blues made a splash in the UK,
taking over the capital and showcasing some rather fine
performers. Singer and guitarist Vidar Busk goes back much
further though; he made his debut album in 1997 and
immediately won an award at the prestigious Notodden Blues
Festival. This new set shows just how good he can be.
If you want to be impressed by his singing, lend an ear to the
ballad ‘I Take A Lot Out Of The Bottle’. Or, for his rocking side, ‘Gypsy Ways’ has hints of The
Fabulous Thunderbirds, and not just due to Arne Rasmussen’s fine wailing blues harp; ditto ‘Wait
On Me Woman’. The wild ‘Long Lean And Lanky’ (lovely Sax Beadle break) nods to Little Richard
and traditional rock and roll.
Let’s mention here too the crack rhythm section of rock-solid Rune Endal on bass and drummer
Alexander Petterson (formerly of Rick Estrin & The Nightcats) behind vastly experienced organist/
pianist/ guitarist Johnny Augland. The most famous Norwegian bluesman, Kid Andersen, mixed and
mastered this Oslo-recorded set at his Greaseland studio in San Jose, California. The Greaseland
Superspreader Horn Section helps out too - be sure to hear the atmospheric ‘Rockin’ In That Same
Old Boat’.
If you’re still not convinced though, take a listen to the slow blues of the title track, part Muddy
Waters/ part Jimi Hendrix, or the wonderful closing blues of ‘Tender Hearted’ or really just pick
any track at random. The quality of this classy release really is that high.
Norman Darwen
(www.grappa.no)

Hanna Pk—Blues All over My Shoes—Vizztone/ Booga Music
VT-booga04

Booga Music is Kenny Neal’s label, and his talent-spotting has
brought us this rather nice album from singer/ pianist Hanna PK,
backed by a small combo which includes Kenny himself on three
numbers. Listen though to the solo boogie-woogie blues of ‘Bad
Woman’, where Hanna’s strong, forthright vocal is suitably
backed by her own driving piano playing, a quick summation of
this lady’s not inconsiderable talent.
Born and raised in South Korea, Hanna PK currently lives in Rochester, New York, where she has
worked with Joe Beard. Her rolling piano work on the opening original is reminiscent of New
Orleans and her message positive, both features throughout this release. Memphis Slim’s ‘I’m Lost
On You’ is delivered in Ray Charles’ 50s R’n’B style, and again shows just how good Hanna can be.
There is also a sophisticated soul number like ‘Love Keeps Walking In’, with subtle modern gospel

touches, with gospel perhaps even stronger on the uplifting ‘No One Will Ever Know’. Its Been
Raining In My Heart’ is a classic blues ballad with Hanna’s wailing voice perfectly suited to the
song, as is her deep piano playing (just listen to the bass notes!)
Hanna closes out with the rocking ‘Two And Four’ – “you can dance, you can shake”, she sings. You
can indeed do both of those to this entertaining album.
Norman Darwen
(www.hannahpk.com)

Mean Old Fireman and the Cruel Engineers—Dumpster Fire—
Independent

This band is led by singer, guitarist and multi-instrumentalist Ned
Bollé, with this album recorded in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It
is a varied set too, though always with a blues base, ranging from
Americana to the classic New Orleans R’n’B sound of Robert
Parker’s ‘Barefootin’, the latter taken fairly straight.
Take a listen to the knockabout Crescent City sound of ‘Stack O’
Lee’, though with a rather notable slide guitar break from Ned
himself or the blues-rocking cover of Mose Allison’s ‘Your Mind Is On Vacation’. The set’s opening
two original numbers make a strong impression – not your common or garden blues, by any means,
and neither is the bleak mid- to slow tempo blues of ‘Got No Spoons’.
If you’re looking for something more familiar though, near the end of this album is a wonderful little
sequence comprising excellent covers of Albert King’s ‘Cold Women With Warm Hearts’, J. B. Hutto’s
‘No More Alcohol’ and Jackie Brenston’s ‘Rocket 88’. The closing ‘Outrun The Blues’ has an attractive
rockabilly tinge. So, a rather nicely varied release all round…
Norman Darwen
(www.meanoldfireman.com)

Kate Green—A Dark Carnival—Kate Green Music KGCD002

OK, this isn’t a blues release by any stretch of the imagination.
If, though, like me, you are interested in how the blues can
sometimes pop up in unexpected places, this set from this
English folksinger might intrigue you.
The second track here is ‘When The Levee Breaks’, yes, the old
Memphis Minnie number. It is given a suitably brooding and
threatening treatment, with some moody electric guitar work by

Jed Grimes and a multi-layered approach. Just before the end, there is even a nod to Led Zeppelin’s
well-known cover version.
Elsewhere, there are hints of Americana - try ‘Ferodo Bridges’ or the celebratory ‘Maddie Is
Leaving’ - and southern soul as on ‘Mi Amigo’. But as I said, this isn’t a blues album. It may interest
some readers though, and I certainly enjoyed it.
Norman Darwen
(www.kategreenmusic.com)

Hughes Taylor—Modern Nostalgia—Independent

There were times during this album that I was convinced it was
1970 (or thereabouts) again. Take a listen to the guitar work in
‘Quarantine Blues’ and I defy you not to agree.
There is a variety of influences to be heard here, though at times
Jimi Hendrix and Cream-era Eric Clapton seem to be the names
that come most readily to mind. Then there is a track like the
driving ‘Highwayman’ with its excellent electric slide guitar work
that sounds vintage though it is difficult to pinpoint exactly why
– let’s just say this is a very fine road song.
Hughes, from Macon, Georgia, is obviously a fine guitar player, but his assured vocals also deserve
a mention, as do the top-rate accompanying musicians. This, his fourth album, is undoubtedly
blues-rock for the new millennium, but with deep roots in the blues sound of the 60s and 70s – not
just the UK blues-based players but also people like The Allman Brothers (try ‘Dreamily’) and the
sounds of Muscle Shoals can be heard here and there. ‘No Evil Love’ opens with acoustic playing
but moves towards tightly-controlled blues-rock as it progresses.
‘She’s My Everything’ is a fairly straight-forward, somewhat jaunty blues with some fine sax
playing, whilst ‘Trouble’ nods again to vintage Slowhand. The closing number, ‘Excuses’ tips its hat
to BB King.
So rather a fine retro but contemporary set. Worth tracking down.
Norman Darwen
(www.hughestaylormusic.com)

Little G Weevil —Live Acoustic Session—Hunnia Records
Little G Weevil grew up in Budapest Hungary before moving to
the USA in 2004. During his time in the States he was recognised
with many blues awards before returning to Hungary to record
this album, ‘Live Acoustic Session’.
The album opens with a great blues riff and foot stomp on ‘Keep
Going’. ‘Real Men Don’t Dance’ is not only a great title but a great
song too with some Eric Bibb style licks thrown in for good measure. Gee shows off his bluesy acoustic chops with the traditional
twelve beer blues, ‘Early In The Morning’ whilst ‘Sasha Said’ deals with the amusing tale of a demanding woman.
This album was recorded live and unedited in the studio and has a great sound that bounces off the
studio’s stone walls, high ceiling and wooden floors giving some great natural reverb and echo that
enhances the overall vibe.
Gee slows it down with ‘Apple Picker’ and snaps some fine standout blues licks once again. There is
a great driving rhythm to R. L. Burnside’s ‘Poor Black Mattie’ and he spins a thought provoking tale
of the cyclist Lance Armstrong with ‘Fastest Man’. ‘Back Porch’ is a cautionary tale of when a joke
backfires and the album closes with John Lee Hooker’s ‘Roll And Boogie’, a superb rocking finale,
really enjoyed this one.
This album is stripped back bare in that it is just vocals, acoustic guitar and foot stomp. Sometimes
with solo acoustic artists after a few songs they can become a bit ‘samey’, but not here. This album
is compelling and the songs just flow. Gee is a master of acoustic blues guitar, a great storyteller
and has a distinctive rich voice that has the energy of a 1930’s bluesman plying his trade. He uses
the ambience of the room to create an intimate atmosphere for the listener and his true human
character really shines through. If you are a fan of acoustic blues I’m sure you will enjoy this album.
Ged Wilson

Patty Tuite—Consider This—Thread City Productions
Patty Tuite is a singer/songwriter based in the southern New
England region of the USA and her latest album ‘Consider This’ is
made up of eleven original songs.
The title track ‘Consider This’ is the opener with some bluesy
funk featuring Paul Nelson with some slick guitar work. ‘Wanna
Go To Memphis’ is an upbeat ‘Rollin and Tumblin’ style blues with
some nice harmonica from Mick Seretny. There is some more

funk to be had on ‘Get Up N Go’ with Crispin Cioe giving it more of a Jazz feel on saxophone.
‘Dreams’ as the title suggests, has a more laid back spaced out feel whilst the instrumental ‘Power
Of Nature’ features violin, flute and acoustic guitar. ‘Please Don’t Feel Lonely’ is a slow blues that
has a Doc Pomus ‘Lonely Avenue’ feel about it. The album closes with ‘Since You’ve Been Around’ a
jazzy pop song with a nice clarinet break.
There are quite a few guest musicians featured on the album so there is a wide array of instruments
to make things interesting. The musicianship throughout is really good but to my ears there is
something missing. The songs seem to lack organic growth with the space to breath and develop
and maybe the production has unintentionally squeezed some of the soul out of the performance
which can happen with studio albums but hey, don’t let me put you off it is still a fine album so
please give it a spin.
Ged Wilson

When Rivers Meet—Saving Grace—One Road Records

Following on from their successful debut album ‘We Fly Free’ and
from winning numerous British blues awards along the way,
‘When Rivers Meet’ go from strength to strength. It was with
much anticipation that I looked forward to hearing this second
album from the husband and wife team of Grace and Aaron Bond.
A driving riff on ‘I Can’t Fight That Feeling’ leads us into this
rocky opener. ‘Never Coming Home’ has a more 70’s feel about it,
something along the lines of ‘Gimme Shelter’ by the Rolling
Stones if you get my drift. There is a real bluesy opening on ‘He’ll Drive You Crazy’ on what sounds
like a cigar box style guitar before moving into some heavy rock riffing and electric violin. They
slow things down on ‘Don't Tell Me Goodbye’ with Grace and Aaron sharing vocal duties. This is a
beautiful ballad with an Americana tinge, I really liked this one.
Aaron takes over lead vocal duties on ‘Eye Of A Hurricane (Friend Of Mine Pt.2)’ and Grace excels
with some great backing vocals, I could imagine this one as a soundtrack for ‘Peaky Blinders’, great
tune. There is a Led Zeppelin vibe about ‘Lost & Found’ with some great vocals once again from
Grace. ‘Talking In My Sleep’ is stripped back to just acoustic guitar and great vocal harmonies before the album rocks out with ‘Make A Grown Man Cry’.
Once again ‘When Rivers Meet’ have come up with a fine album. Like their debut album there is
variation in their well crafted songs. Something I picked up from their previous album was their
effective use of drums and percussion to add definition to their songs and it is evident once again
here. The guitar work, slide mandolin and violin are all underpinned by the thoughtful drums, bass
and keys from Adam Bowers who has engineered and produced a fine album.

Whilst Aaron’s voice is good Grace’s voice is exceptional and she really makes these tracks stand
out. My only reservation is that in the future they don’t venture too far down the heavy rock route
as I would hate to see them lose that rootsy vibe that makes them so special. Great album.
Ged Wilson
Zac Harmon—Long As I Got My Guitar—Catfood Records CFR
031

As with many others in the world, during this pandemic Jackson
Mississippi born Zac lost his mum, Floreada Harmon in May of
this year and has dedicated this album to her memory. It is
noticeable that the customary underlying warm and soothing,
smooth Southern country soul feel, usually found in Zac’s vocals,
are here tinged with a discernible sadness; which gives the
numbers a greater intimacy and resonance. The album was
recorded at Sonic Ranch Studios in, Tornillo, Texas. Zac takes
lead guitar and vocals with the studio band ‘The Rays’, who back Zac on 9 of the 10 numbers here;
They are led by studio owner Bob Trenchard who plays bass with Richy Puga on drums, Johnny
McGhee; guitar and Dan Ferguson; keyboards.
Zac Harmon is a true embodiment of the music that emanated from the city’s historic Farish Street
district, home of blues legend Elmore James also, his time spent backing artists such as; Z.Z. Hill,
Dorothy Moore and Sam Myers has certainly not been wasted, for here his skilful musical eloquence
is deftly displayed on the opener ‘Deal With The Devil’, the sweetly ringing, mellow jazz rich
signature picking from Zac meshes seamlessly with his calmly understated vocal. The slow
trenchant alluring percussion of ‘People Been Talking’, a tale of rumours and infidelity, splendidly
entwines with a richly stark, low key guitar that is underpinned by a slowly scorching keyboard. On
‘Love For You Baby’, Zac is joined by his touring band who are; Corey Lacy; keyboards, Chris
Gipson, bass and Jamil Byron, drums. Together, they create a wonderfully nostalgic dreamily
sensuous late 70’s smoocher, complete with an enticing girly chorus and tinkling bells. The spine
tingling and thought provoking ‘Ashes To The Wind’, is a melancholic, slowburning piano and
smouldering keyboard ballad that has a dour Zac requesting where his ashes should be scattered at
his end. ‘Waiting To Be Free’, is a rock solid, burning blues, asking the possibly pointless questions
of promises made in the 19th century again in the 21st, of fairness, honesty and especially
emancipation. ‘Soul Land’, is a unashamed comforting memory of the past, which included family,
love, safety and security. Self-delusion is one thing but, when you can play the guitar anywhere
near as good as Zac then ‘Long As I Got My Guitar’, is more of a statement of fact, for this
attractive, withering and starkly played modern blues tale is nothing less than tasteful and
endearing.
Seriously recommended!
Brian Harman.

Diane Durret & Soul Suga—Put A Lid On It—Blooming Tunes
Music
Atlanta born Diane, is yet another artist who has had to postpone
her live work due to covid but, she has not been idle during that
time, for Diane, who takes lead vocals and her band, who are;
Melissa Junebug; drums, B’nai Yehuda; Hammond B3 and
keyboards, Fuji Fujimoto and Gregg Shapiro; bass guitars, featured
guitarists are Tomi Martin, Daniel Groover, Cody Matlock, Ian
Schumacher, and special guest Tinsley Ellis. Backed by the ‘Good
Times Horns’ Melvin Jones; trumpet and Mike Burton; saxophone,
have recorded 8 new numbers. Diane’s smoky alto is certainly brought to the fore on the stark
piano led opener ‘In My Soul’, the smouldering B3 and slowly heart pounding percussion allow
Diane’s smouldering vocal to emotively rise to a satisfying crescendo.
The plaintive guitar and B3 led ballad, ‘Sweeter Love Grows’, is a tender, swaying autobiographical
declaration of a love that has and continues to stand the test of time. Diane’s memories and
experiences of services attended in her youth at the Ponce De Leon Baptist Church on Peachtree
Street certainly come into their own for this modern day hymn ‘Wish It Would Rain’, once again the
smouldering B3 and stark, crisp piano back Diane’s heavenly, rising vocal.
‘Blue Water’, possesses a wistful hot summer feel, from the warmly popping bass and organ work to
the swaying percussion, while the sprightly guitar work carries you along. ‘Good News’, is a late
night raunchy roller, filled with burning B3 and honking horns. Diane spells out exactly what she
wants with her late night imploring, instead of the news. ‘Put A Lid On It’, delivers uplifting,
punching horns backing the raw vocal from Diane while a rolling piano and burning organ underpin
a scintillating guitar from Tinsley Ellis.
Most impressive!
Brian Harman
Beth Hart—Tribute to Led Zeppelin—Provogue

Beth Hart is often described as a power house vocalist and was
asked to do an album of Led Zeppelin covers some time ago. She
declined on the grounds that in order to do so effectively you had
to be pissed off and as she put it had spent the last five years
moving on from that state of mind. Then the pandemic hit!
That was enough for Beth who immediately started to learn the
songs.
Here we have nine specially selected Zeppelin tracks, without exception, outstandingly recorded
and produced. It is impossible to select a favourite, but the tracks include some of the best known of
the band’s works and one or two outliers: ‘Whole Lotta Love’, ‘Kashmir’, ‘Stairway To Heaven’, T’he
Crunge’, ‘Dancing Days’ / ‘When The Levee Breaks’ (Medley), ‘Black Dog’, ‘No Quarter’ / ‘Babe I’m
Gonna Leave You’ (Medley), ‘Good Times Bad Times’ and ‘The Rain Song’. A great selection and an
outstanding album.

Produced by Rob Cavallo and engineered by Doug McKean , the A-list musicians include Cavallo on
guitar along with Tim Pierce. On bass was Chris Chaney, on keyboards was Jamie Muhoberac, on
drums was Dorian Crozier, and Matt Laug played drums on Stairway To Heaven. Outstanding
orchestral arrangements were by David Campbell
The album is released on February 25, 2022 and is without a doubt worth every penny.
Ian K. McKenzie
Gov’t Mule—Heavy Load—Fantasy Records

Despite having a ‘blues’ label, The Mule have never dropped a
full blues album. Warren Haynes has promised and now
delivered. He and the rest of the band, Matt Abts, Danny Louis
and Jorgen Carlsson, have delivered with a vengeance. But, the
band wants to make I clear that this is not a straightforward
Mule album. Haynes says: “Although in some way it was,
anything goes, we wanted to stay true to the spirit of the blues
in a traditional sense. It’s not a blues/rock record – it's a blues
record. We wanted it sonically to sound different from a normal
Gov’t Mule record.” And it does.
Despite being labelled a studio album, Heavy Load Blues was in fact recorded live at The Power
Station New England on analogue tape with the help of numerous vintage guitars and amps to
capture a genuine blues tone.
There are a couple of originals including the title track, ‘Heavy Load’, an acoustic guitar and slide
piece from Mr Haynes and covers include the music of Howlin’ Wolf, Elmore James, Junior Wells,
Ann Peebles, and Bobby “Blue” Bland, and of blues-influenced stars Tom Waits and the Animals.
Check out Wolf’s “I Asked Her For Water, She Gave Me Gasoline” which is transformed into a
heavy funk number, which despite its divergence from the original, I am pretty sure Chester would
approve.
All in all, especially if you get the deluxe edition that has eight bonus tracks in addition to the
thirteen on the standard version, this is an outstanding album and a seriously good way to start
2022.
Ian K McKenzie
Ruzz Guitar’s Blues Revue—Live! Against The Grain—RG
Records

I really don’t understand why this young man is so little known
around the world. Still in his twenties Mr Guitar (really
Evans) is making serious waves in the world of biggish blues
bands with driving horn sections.
This album, made live in a period of the lifting of the
restrictive conditions experienced by musicians everywhere as

‘the plague’ (COVID-19) rampages the world over, is a sensation. Recorded (as the title implies)
live at the Cheese and Grain pub in the small town of Frome (pronounced FrUme or Froom) in
Somerset, England, the album Ruzz leads his band with some outstanding work on his Gretsch
guitar throughout. The band, and the audience, are filled with enthusiasm and there are some
wonderful, pulsating arrangements of old and new music.
Without a doubt my favourite track is a stomping version of ‘Baby Please Come Home’ with some
ace bass work and soloing from Ruzz. That is closely followed by a frenetic ‘Mama Talk To Your
Daughter’ which comes with some great keyboard work or a moody, tremolo riven, ‘Baby Scratch
My Back’, featuring Jerry Tremaine.
All in all, BiG, BIG sound filled with fire and fury. Feisty arangements and a band that can play its
ass off, What more do you want. Love it!!
Ian K. McKenzie
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